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Background
John Warrillow, one of the US most influential business-to-business marketers according to BtoB 
Magazine and the author of  eht bestselling book " Built to Sel "l , detcatnoc  AltexSoft in order to create
an innovative cloud-based business evaluation tool. 

Providing business development services and helping prepare companies for sale, John was looking 
to increase the e�ciency of the existing business assessment system and deliver more value to his 
customers. To address this need, he requested our assistance. 



C ssenisuB hallenges

1.
Develop an automated survey 
tool to collect data

Within  fo epocs eht this projec ,t  the AltexSoft team needed to deliver a lightweigh ,t  yet powerful solution, able
to perform data analysis and present accurate records. To achieve the expected results, we had 
to solve the following problems:

2.
Improve data analysis process
to generate online and high quality
printable reports

3.
Make the process quick and convenient 
to ensure the customer retention



Value Delivered
As a result, AltexSoft implemented s'nhoJ  vision in eht  form of  a cloud-based tool, allowing users to complete a survey 
and get the so-called “Sellability Score” index along with the complex visualized reports and persona ssenisub dezil  recommendations. 
To bring s'tneilc eht  vision to life, we created thesellabilityscore.com, and thus were able to deliver the following results:

The platform is currently liv ,e  and has proven to be an e�cient business development tool, 
being a part of the Value Builder System™.

1. Lightweight automated solution
Thesellabilityscore.com is a cloud-based web application, fast and easy to use, streamlining
the data collection process. It uses dynamic web forms, filled out by the use a no r  step-by-step 

A .sisab s a result, the procedure is e�ortless and quick.

2. E�cient data analysis algorithm
The intelligent algorithm, based upon the quantitative survey, performs 
thorough analysis of the collected data and calculates the “sellability’ score.
The system is constantly being improved  nopu as the database expands, which 
allows us to scale the system and adjust it in order to provide the most reliable
and accurate results.3. Improved UX and user engagement

 Our team of UX experts performed  a usability audit and thus made some minor UX fixes
 to the existing system in order to optimize the user experience of the product. This contributed
 to the overall product succes ,s  which resulted in complete return on investment for the client.



Approach and T echnical I nfo
A ehT ltexSoft team  sah conducted a thorough analysis and in-depth research to be sure the future tool meets the client’s 

requirements and contribut se  to his business. The project scope included business analysis, requirements specification, 
architecture and UX improvements and engineering services. 

The solution was built usin seigolonhcet lanoitidda fo rebmun a sa llew sa ,krowemarf beW PHP ,ynofmyS g :

                    .LQSyM ,yreuQj ,XAJA ,SSC ,LMTH ,tpircSavaJ ,PHP

The project was delivered within 12 month etad trats eht morf s  by a dedicated tea 5 fo m  gnidulcni,    software engineers, 
software architect, UX designer and business analyst                  .



Testimonial
“AltexSoft has been supporting our business for the past 12 months in both the creation and implementation of new and tailored 
software. We have worked with several of their developers and cannot speak highly enough of the team. They are reliable, 
thorough, smart, available, extremely good communicators and very friendly! We would recommend hiring AltexSoft to anyone 
looking for a highly productive and solution driven team. We plan to continue to work with them for the long term.”

– John Warrillow, CEO of Built to Sell In .c
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